
 Week of January 30-February 3, 2023
Lesson Plan  MONDAY

Pages Lesson 26: Relating Decimals and Fractions pp 535-538

Anticipatory 
Set

TSW shade 7 columns on a hundredths model and write the fractions with denominators 10 and 100 represented by the 
shaded amount to support students’ facility with equivalent fractions with denominators of 10 and 100. 

Objective 
Standards 

Students will be able to:
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100; describe a 

length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram. 4.NF.C.6 

Essential 
Question How can we express fractions in tenths or hundredths as a decimal?

Career 
Pathways 

CAB:
Chef/Cook/Baker: People who prepare food use a lot of math, actually. When following recipes there are fractions involved, 

especially when customizing the servings; there is physical measuring of dough and other ingredients; and there is other 
math used as well.       

Input
TTW:

Prompt students to note the relationship between the numbers in each model and the numbers in the problem. Ask How do 
the students' models show one penny and one dollar? Listen for 1/100 in the model represents one penny. 1 whole or 

100/100 in the model represents one dollar. 

Modeling
 TTW 

Support students in making sense of the problem by having them show that they understand that they need to find the 
fraction of a dollar that is left over. 

Check for 
Understanding 

TTW look for students who are comfortable with representing pennies as a fraction of a dollar. As students present solutions, 
have them specify how they show the relationship between pennies and dollars.

Guided
 Practice 

TTW 
Have students determine the mixed number that a group of base-ten blocks represents. Ask students what fraction 1 flat,1 
rod, and 1 unit represent.   100/100 or 1 whole, 1/10, 1/100] Display 2 5/100 and have students represent it with base-ten 

blocks. [2 flats, 5 units] Repeat for other mixed numbers with denominators of 10 and 100, e.g., 1 3/10and 2 31/100. 

Differentiation
TTW

Guide students to use base-ten blocks, pennies, or hundredths grids. 
Suggest that students read the problem three times, asking themselves one of the following questions each time: 

• What is this problem about? • What is the question I am trying to answer? • What information is important? 

Independent 
Practice

TSW complete page 537-538

Remediating: 
TTW use:

Weekly Center Rotations to remediate Instructional Groups
(See Instructional Groups for Standards & Students)

Closure Exit Ticket 
TSW complete I have who has. 

Thinking Maps 
Weekly 

Vocabulary 
Words

denominator, fraction, numerator, decimal, decimal point, equivalent fractions 

MUST DO iReady
MAY DO Sailor Centers



 Week of January 30-February 3, 2023
Lesson Plan  TUESDAY

Pages Lesson 26: Relating Decimals and Fractions pp. 539-544

Anticipatory 
Set

TSW read 0.35, 2.7, and 6.19 aloud to support students’ facility with reading decimals in tenths and hundredths. Listen for 
students to say and for the decimal point.  

Objective 
Standards 

Students will be able to: 
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100; describe a 

length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram. 4.NF.C.6 

Essential 
Question How can we express fractions in tenths or hundredths as a decimal?

Career Pathways 
CAB:

Chef/Cook/Baker: People who prepare food use a lot of math, actually. When following recipes there are fractions involved, 
especially when customizing the servings; there is physical measuring of dough and other ingredients; and there is other 

math used as well.       

Input

TTW:
Clarify the meaning of the phrase same amount when using fractions and decimals, by Writing: 60/100, 6/10, and 0.60. Explain 
that although the fractions and decimal do not look the same, they represent the same amount. Draw models and a place-value 

chart to demonstrate how they show the same amount. Write examples of equivalent fractions and decimals with missing 
information. For example, 40/100, ?/10, and 0.40. Have students supply the missing information and use the word same to 

describe the amounts.  

Modeling
 TTW 

Support students in making sense of the problem by having them show that they understand that the problem is asking them to 
find two fractions and two decimals that represent the same amount. Ask How many places does the soccer camp have? How 

many are filled? 

Check for 
Understanding 

TTW 
Look for students who write the decimal as either 0.6 or 0.60 instead of writing both decimals. Discuss that the decimals are 

equivalent, but 0.6 shows 6 tenths and 0.60 shows 60 hundredths. The same is true for 6/10 and 60/100. 

Guided Practice 

TTW
use a place-value chart to help students understand and read the decimals. Ask How do you read the number shown in the 

place-value chart? Would it change how you read the number if the hundredths column were removed? What is the least place 
value of the number shown in the chart? What is the connection between the least place value and how you read the number? 
Generalize Do you think that you can always read a number in the place-value chart by the place value of the last digit shown? 

Have students explain their reasoning. 

Differentiation
TTW  discuss the place-value chart, prompting students to consider how it helps them read the decimal and identify the place 

value of each digit . Ask How do you read the number shown in the place-value chart? Would it change how you read the 
number if the hundredths column were removed? Listen for sixty hundredths; Yes, the number would be read as six tenths. 

Ask What is the least place value of the number shown in the chart? What is the connection between the least place value and 
how you read the number? Listen for  The least place value is hundredths. You read the number in the chart from left to right, 

saying the least place value at the end.
 Generalize Do you think that you can always read a number in the place-value chart by the place value of the last digit shown? 
Have students explain their reasoning. Listen for understanding that the least place value of the number is said at the end for 

all numbers even if the number has a 0 at the end . 

Independent 
Practice

TSW complete pp. 543-544.

Remediating: 
TTW use:

Weekly Center Rotations to remediate Instructional Groups
(See Instructional Groups for Standards & Students)

Closure Exit Ticket 
TSW complete Decimals and Fractions Fractions Fluency and skills Practice.

Thinking Maps 
Weekly 

Vocabulary 
Words

denominator, fraction, numerator, decimal, decimal point, equivalent fractions 

MUST DO iReady

MAY DO Sailor Centers



Teacher Name: Octavia Davis / Catherine Marshall                                             Week of January 30-February 3, 2023
4th Grade Math

Lesson Plan  WEDNESDAY 

Pages Lesson 26: Relating Decimals and Fractions pp 545-550

Anticipatory 
Set TSW write decimal numbers in a place-value chart to support students’ facility with decimal place value.

Objective 
Standards 

Students will be able to:
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100; describe a 

length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram. 4.NF.C.6 

Essential 
Question How can we express fractions in tenths or hundredths as a decimal?

Career Pathways 
CAB:

Chef/Cook/Baker: People who prepare food use a lot of math, actually. When following recipes there are fractions involved, 
especially when customizing the servings; there is physical measuring of dough and other ingredients; and there is other 

math used as well.       

Input
TTW 

Reinforce understanding of the term equivalent by explaining that equivalent refers to two or more numbers or expressions that 
have the same value, or are equal. Have students find the term in Model It. Ask: What do you need to find? Provide a sentence 

frame: I need to find an _______ fraction for 0.05. 

Modeling
TTW 

support students in making sense of the problem by having them show that they understand that the problem is asking them to 
write a fraction. 

Check for 
Understanding TTW look for students who write 5/10 rather than 5/100.  

Guided Practice 

TTW 
 prompt students to consider the difference between showing 0.5 and 0.05 in the chart, when discussing the place-value chart. 
Ask How would you write 0.5 in a place-value chart? Could you write a zero in the hundredths column? Explain. Listen for Write 

0 ones and 5 tenths. You could write a 0 in the hundredth column because 0.5=0.50, but it is not necessary. Ask Why is a 0 
needed in the tenths column of a place-value chart for 0.05? Listen for The zero in the tenths column is used to show that there 
are no tenths in 0.05 and that the digit 5 is clearly in the hundredths place. Generalize When is it necessary to write zeros to the 
right of the decimal point in a place-value chart for a decimal less than one? Listen for understanding that it is necessary to write 

zeros if a decimal has zeros in places to the right of the decimal point but to the left of the first nonzero digit. 
Differentiation  

TTW discuss the place-value chart, prompt students to consider the difference between showing tenths and hundredths in the 
chart. 

Independent Practice TSW complete pp. 549-550.

Closure TSW complete Writing Decimals as Equivalent Fractions Skills & Fluency Practice.

Thinking Maps 

Weekly Vocabulary 
Words denominator, fraction, numerator, decimal, decimal point, equivalent fractions 

MUST DO iReady

MAY DO Sailor Centers



Teacher Name: Octavia Davis / Catherine Marshall                                           Week of January 30-February 3, 2023                 4th Grade Math

Lesson Plan  THURSDAY 

Pages Lesson 26: Relating Decimals and Fractions pp 551-554

Anticipatory 
Set

TSW write 14/100 as a decimal using any strategy they want to confirm understanding of related decimals and fractions.
 

Objective 
Standards 

Students will be able to:
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100; describe a 

length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram. 4.NF.C.6 

Essential 
Question How can we express fractions in tenths or hundredths as a decimal?

Career Pathways 
CAB:

Chef/Cook/Baker: People who prepare food use a lot of math, actually. When following recipes there are fractions involved, 
especially when customizing the servings; there is physical measuring of dough and other ingredients; and there is other 

math used as well.       

Input TTW review the place value chart up to hundredths with students.  

Modeling TTW support students in understanding the problems by using a place value chart to help students understand the number of 
digits in each number.

Check for 
Understanding 

TTW look for students who have used the decimal point as a substitute for a fraction bar, students who do not know where to 
place the decimal point, students who think that hundredths have three digits to the right of the decimal point, just as hundreds 

have three digits to the left of the decimal point.

Guided Practice 

TTW have students draw a large place-value chart on the poster board with columns for ones, tenths, and hundredths and a 
decimal point between the ones column and tenths column. Display the number 53/100. Have one student in the pair say the 

number aloud as fifty-three hundredths and the other student place digit cards in the place-value chart to represent the number. 
[0 in the ones column, 5 in the tenths column, and 3 in the hundredths column]. Then have students use the place-value chart 
to help them write the number in decimal form. [0.53]  Repeat the activity for other fractions, such as 72/100, 6/100, and 8/10. 

Independent Practice TSW complete pp. 551-554.

Closure TSW complete a worksheet on relating fractions to decimals. 

Thinking Maps 

Weekly Vocabulary 
Words denominator, fraction, numerator, decimal, decimal point, equivalent fractions 

MUST DO iReady

MAY DO Sailor Centers



Teacher Name: Octavia Davis / Catherine Marshall                                             Week of January 30-February 3, 2023

Lesson Plan  FRIDAY

Pages Lesson 26: Relating Decimals and Fractions 

Anticipatory 
Set TSW complete I have who has.

Objective 
Standards 

Students will be able to:
Use decimal notation for fractions with denominators 10 or 100. For example, rewrite 0.62 as 62/100; describe a 

length as 0.62 meters; locate 0.62 on a number line diagram. 4.NF.C.6 

Essential 
Question How can we express fractions in tenths or hundredths as a decimal?

Career Pathways 
CAB:

Chef/Cook/Baker: People who prepare food use a lot of math, actually. When following recipes there are fractions involved, 
especially when customizing the servings; there is physical measuring of dough and other ingredients; and there is other 

math used as well.       

Input

TSW complete a quiz on decimal in relations to fractions. 

TSW: complete Sailor Centers: Word Problem Task Cards, Iready, Choice Board, Hidden Picture, Fluency: Can You Beat 
Ms. Davis.

Students will work on iReady lessons. 

TTW: Remediate with groups 

Modeling

Check for 
Understanding 

Guided Practice 

Independent Practice

Closure

Thinking Maps 

Weekly Vocabulary 
Words denominator, fraction, numerator, decimal, decimal point, equivalent fractions 

MUST DO iReady

MAY DO



MONDAY: Introduction/Practice / iReady Math  Week of January 23-28, 2023
TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY / THURSDAY: Centers
FRIDAY: Assessment / MakeUp
iReady Center: Monday-TA lesson on 4.NF.4, Tuesday-Path lesson, Wednesday-Remediation lesson as needed, Thursday-Make-up time/Fluency, Friday- Make-up time/Fluency

BLOCK 1
SCARBOROUGH 

CENTER 
ROTATIONS

7:40-8:00 8:00-8:20 8:20-8:40 8:40-9:00

Group 1
TC
JD
BG
YS
EW

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Mrs. Marshall
Remediation/
Enrichment 

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6 
Relate Decimals and Fractions

Group 2
AL
KR
AS
MR
KS
LW

Mrs. Marshall
Remediation/
Enrichment

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Group 3
VC
RC
BL
HB
OW

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

Ms. Draughn
Remediation/
Enrichment
4.MD.B.4

Add & Subtract 
Fraction in Line Plots

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Group 4
AP
BR
DF
KC

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Ms. Draughn
Remediation/
Enrichment

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

BLOCK 2
LYNCH

CENTER 
ROTATIONS

10:25-10:45 10:45-11:05 11:05-11:25 11:25-11:45

Group 1
EH
ZL
DL
UP
JS

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Mrs. Marshall
Remediation/
Enrichment 

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and Decimals

Group 2
CH
KJ
BV
LM
KQ
KS

Mrs. Marshall
Remediation/
Enrichment

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Group 3
KA
AC
ML
KW
CM

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

Ms. Draughn
Remediation/
Enrichment
4.MD.B.4

Add & Subtract 
Fraction in Line Plots

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Group 4
SM
IP
ZS
JG

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Ms. Draughn
Remediation/
Enrichment
4.MD.B.4

Add & Subtract 
Fraction in Line Plots

BLOCK 3
DAVIS

CENTER 
ROTATIONS 12:30-12:50 12:50-1:10 1:10-1:30 1:30-1:50

Group 1
SB
TB
KM
JP
XJ

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Mrs. Marshall
Remediation/
Enrichment 

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and Decimals

Group 2
CC
EF
JJ
JC
KC

Mrs. Marshall
Remediation/
Enrichment

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Group 3
TG
NL
FM
BG
JJ

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

Ms. Draughn
Remediation/
Enrichment

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Group 4
SW
BT
LA
AL

Mrs. Davis
Ready Math

4.NF.6
Relate Fractions and 

Decimals

iReady
Math

4.NF.5
Fractions as Tenths and 

Hundredths

Independent 
Math

DCA Standards
4.MD.3 

Area and Perimeter

Ms. Draughn
Remediation/
Enrichment

4.MD.B.4
Add & Subtract 

Fraction in Line Plots


